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The paper reports a new model for strained quantum well lasers which is based on quantum well transmission line 

modelling method where effects of both carrier transport and carrier heating have been included.  We have applied this 

new model and studied the effect of carrier transport on the output waveform of a strained quantum well laser both in 

time and frequency domains. It has been found that the carrier transport increases the turn-on, turn-off delay times and 

damping of the quantum well laser transient response.  Also, analysis in frequency domain indicates that the carrier 

transport causes the output spectrum of quantum well laser in steady state exhibits a red shift which has a narrower 

bandwidth and lower magnitude.  The simulation results of turning-on transients obtained by the proposed model are 

compared with that obtained by the rate equation laser model. The new model has also been used to study the effects of 

pump current spike on the laser output waveforms properties and it was found that the presence of current spike causes 

(i) wavelength red shift, (ii) larger bandwidth, (iii) reduces the magnitude and decreases the side-lobes suppression ratio 

(SLSR) of the laser output spectrum. Analysis in both frequency and time domains confirms that the new proposed model 

can accurately predict the temporal and spectral behaviors of strained quantum well lasers.   

OCIS codes: 250.5960 (Semiconductor lasers), 250.5590 (Quantum-well, -wire and -dot devices), 140.3430 (Laser theory) 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum well (QW) lasers are attractive in the optical fiber 

communication and sensing system due to their advantages, 

such as small size, high efficiency and cost-effectiveness [1-3]. 

The quantization of the density states and the energy band 

structure lead to improved properties of quantum well lasers as 

compared with bulk material lasers. Many QW lasers models 

have been developed and reported in the last two decade and 

so, among them: photon rate equations [4-5] and transmission 

line laser model [6-8] which have been used to study the 

properties of QW lasers in both time domain and frequency 

domains. However, the method of studying the spectral 

properties of QW laser by solving a set of rate equations [5] 

cannot provide the continuous spectrum and needs a lot of 

simulation time. The reported transmission line laser models 

[9-10] were established for the bulk lasers and adopted the 

frequency-independent gain or the symmetric frequency-

dependent gain curve by using only one stub filter, which 

clearly indicates that such models without considering the 

dynamic photon-electron interaction can’t accurately predict 

the spectral behavior of QW lasers. 

    Quantum well transmission line modelling (QW-TLM) is a 

new technique to establish models for semiconductor optical 

devices [11]. The method adopts parallel QW-TLM units to 

model the electron transition processes between the 

conduction and valence bands in the wave vector space.  In 

each QW-TLM unit, two parallel RLC stub filters and their 

corresponding weight coefficients are adopted to describe the 

electron transition from the conduction band to the heavy and 



light holes bands at a given wave vector. The open-circuited and short-circuited transmission lines are used to model the  
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Fig. 1 The proposed QW laser model 

capacitors and inductors in the stub filter of each QW-TLM unit 

[12]. The model established by the QW-TLM method has 

considered the electron-photon dynamic interaction and the 

coupling among the heavy and light holes bands as well as the 

spin-spilt off band induced by the strain effects. It has been 

confirmed that this method can accurately model the optical 

gain of quantum well devices [11]. 

    Carrier transport plays an important role in determining the 

temporal and spectral responses of QW lasers [13-15]. Inferior 

modulation responses have been reported in the QW lasers due 

to carrier transport effects [16-17].  The carrier transport 

which includes, the separate confinement heterostructure and 

the inter-well transports, reduces the effective differential gain 

and increases the carrier recombination lifetime in the QW 

lasers. However, the effect of carrier transport on the output 

performance of the QW laser has not been studied considering 

the dynamic photon-electron interaction. Besides, the presence 

of pump current spike which is due to the electromagnetic field 

interference affects the laser output performance which needs 

to be analyzed.   In this paper, we propose a new model for QW 

lasers using the QW-TLM method which takes into account 

effects of both carrier transport and carrier heating.   The new 

model is adopted to analyze effects of carrier transport and 

pump current spike on the output properties of QW lasers.  

    The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a new 

theoretical model for QW lasers. In section 3 based on this 

model, carrier transport and pump current spike effects on the 

output performances of QW lasers are studied. Finally, 

conclusion is given in Section 4.   

2. THEORY 

A. Theoretical model description  

The QW-TLM method is employed to establish the QW laser 

model, which can be used to study the temporal and spectral 

properties of QW lasers. Fig. 1 shows the proposed model for 

the QW laser which is based on QW-TLM [11]. In this model, the 

laser cavity is divided into m sections, each of which consists of 

scattering module, spontaneous emission module, transmission 

line and transmission efficient α . The facet model fS  is used to 

describe the facet reflection. Both the scattering and 

spontaneous emission modules are employed to model the 

photon stimulated and spontaneous emissions processes in the 

laser cavity. The electric fields propagate along the 

transmission line and stimulate the photon emission in the 

scattering module. Both the scattering module and the 

spontaneous emission module consist of parallel QW-TLM 

units. The length of the transmission line between two adjacent 

scattering modules is L∆ while the length of the transmission 

line linking the facet model and the closest scattering module 

is 2/L∆ . Fig. 2 shows the structure of the scattering 

module S in the laser model.  
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Fig. 2 Structure of the scattering module in the laser model 

The length L∆ is so small that the electric field distribution 

along the small distance can be considered as a constant. Thus, 

the input signal voltage inV can be expressed as: 

                                        L)t,z(EV inin ∆±=                               (1) 

where )t,z(Ein
±

represents the electric field (forward and 

backward). The voltage signal propagates in each parallel QW-

TLM unit and scatters at the unit stub filter. Each QW-TLM unit 

has two parallel RLC stub filters and their corresponding 

weight coefficients which are used to model the electron 

transitions from the conduction band to the heavy hole band 

and the light hole band at a given wave vector. The 

characteristic admittance expressions for the resistors, 

capacitors and inductors in the QW-TLM unit can be found in 

Ref [12].  The electric field propagation time T∆ in each section 

of the laser cavity is determined by the sampling frequency 

through the equation samfT /1=∆ . The Q-factor of the stub 

filter is determined by the bandwidth of electron scattering 

spectrum and the central frequency is determined by the 

energy difference between the conduction band and the heavy 

hole band or the light hole band at the corresponding wave 

vector.  The energy band structure is obtained by solving the 

Schrodinger equations using the finite difference method [18-



21]. The output electric field of the scattering module can be 

expressed as:                 

                               ),(),(),( tzEtzEtzE dinout +=                    (2) 

where, ),( tzEd is obtained by adding all outputs of parallel Q-

TLM units multiplied by the gain coefficient 0G  given below 

[22]: 

                               
γεπ zr Lmchn

q
G

2
00

2

0

Γ
=                                  (3) 

where, Γ is the optical confinement factor, is the magnitude 

of the electron charge, h is the Plank constant, and 0ε are 

the refractive index and the permittivity in free space, c is the 

speed of light in free space, is the electron rest mass in free 

space, is the quantum well width and γ  is the linewidth of 

electron scattering. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of the spontaneous emission 

module in the laser model which consists of a ASE source, 

parallel QW-TLM units and the coupling coefficient .  
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Fig. 3 Structure of the spontaneous emission module 

The output of the ASE source ASES  can be expressed as [21] 
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where, 0E is the energy of a photon, 1T is the lifetime of the 

exited state. The characteristic admittance values and the 

weight coefficients of the parallel QW-TLM units in the 

spontaneous emission source are given in Ref [22]. The output 

electric filed ),(2 tzE can be expressed as 

                                    kStzE β=),(2                                        (5) 

where, kS is the sum of the outputs of the parallel QW-TLM 

units.  Fig. 4 shows the electric fields flow at the end facets of 

the QW laser model.  
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  Fig. 4 Electric field flow for a laser facet model 

 

In the facet model, the Fresnel reflection and transmission at 

the facet can be expressed as [23]:                                                                                
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where, i
cE and i

aE are the input electric fields of the facet from 

the adjacent scattering module and the air, r
cE and r

aE are the 

reflected electric fields, ccρ is the electric field reflection 

coefficient (EFRC) from the cavity to cavity, aaρ is the EFRC 

from air to air, caρ is the electric field transmission coefficient 

(EFTC) from cavity to air, acρ is the EFTC  coefficient from air 

to cavity.  

B. Carrier transport effects in the QW-TLM laser model 

Under the assumption that the current is injected from the left 

side of the separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) laser, 

the rate of change  of  carrier density 1N at the left SCH of the 

laser can be expressed as [24]                                                   
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The rate of change in the carrier density 2N of the laser right 

SCH region is [23]                                                      
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In the well region, the carrier rate equation including the 

transport effects can be written as: 
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where, I is the injected current,η is the internal quantum 

efficiency, 1V and 2V are the volumes of the left and right side 

of the SCH layers, sτ is the carrier transport time in the SCH 

region, eτ is the carrier thermionic emission time, ξ is the 

leak factor, wellV is the volume of the well, inV is the input 

voltage of each scattering module, D and W are the thickness 

q
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and width of the well, wellN is the carrier density in the well 

region and L∆ is the length of the transmission line between 

two adjacent scattering modules. Both )( 1Nnτ and 

)( welln Nτ which are carrier recombination lifetimes in the 

SCH and in the quantum well regions, respectively, can be 

obtained by using the well- known formula )/(1 2
CNBNA ++  

[8], where, A , B and C are linear recombination constant, Bi-

molecular recombination constant and Auger recombination 

constant, respectively. 

C. Carrier heating effects in QW-TLM laser model 

In quantum well lasers, the change in carrier temperature,T, 

which is due to the carrier heating  in the well region can be 

described by the following temperature dynamic expression 

[25]                                                            

               
τ

0)(
/

1 TT
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dT well −
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∂
−

∂∂
=               (10)  

where,U is the total carrier energy density, τ is a 

phenomenological time constant to represent the temperature 

relaxation and 0T is the lattice temperature. The total carrier 

energy density is the sum of the carrier energy densities of the 

conduction )U( C and valance )U( V bands, that is [26]:  

                                         VC UUU +=                                     (11) 

where                                                                    
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In the above equations, cE  and vE are the band edges of the 

conduction and valence bands )( t
c
n kE is the nth sub-band 

energy in the conduction band and )( t
v
m kE  is the mth  sub-

band energy in the valance band, fcE and fvE are the quasi-

Fermi levels in the conduction and valence bands, BK  is the 

Boltzmann constant. The partial derivatives 

T/U ∂∂ and in Eq.(10) can be calculated through Eqs. 

(11) to (13).  dt/U∂ in Eq. (10) can be calculated by 

considering the rate of energy changes due to  the simulated 

emission, spontaneous emission and free carrier absorption, 

that is:                                                        
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           (14)     

where, ε is the permittivity of the quantum well, fα is the free 

carrier absorption coefficient, V∆ is the volume of each section 

of the QW laser  and T∆ is the optical signal propagation time in 

each section.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

In this section, the effects of carrier transport and pump 

current spike on the output properties of the strained 

InGaAsPAsGaIn −36.064.0 QW laser are studied using the 

above theoretical model. The well and barrier widths are 

nm5.4  and nm10 , respectively, and the other parameters used 

in the simulations are provided in the following Tab. 1and Ref. 

[21].  

Table 1 Simulation parameters [26] 

Symbol Description Value 

n  Background refractive index 67.3  

m  Number of sections 10000  

Q  Stub filter Q-factor 8.60  

 Sampling frequency  

A  Linear recombination 18102 −× s  

B  Bi-molecular recombination 1316106 −−× sm  

C  Auger recombination 1641108 −−× sm  

η  Internal quantum efficiency 86.0  

β  Spontaneous emission factor  3105 −×  

ccρ  Cavity-cavity reflection coefficient 32.0  

caρ  Cavity-air transmission coefficient 68.0  

acρ  Air-cavity transmission coefficient 0  

aaρ  Air-air reflection coefficient 0  

γ  Linewidth of QW-SOA srad /102
13×  

0α  Transmission efficient 9976.0  

Γ  Confinement factor 025.0  

0N  Transparent carrier density 324102.1 −× m  

W  laser width mµ1  

N/U ∂∂

samf Hz
15100.1 ×



D  laser thickness nm5.24  

L  Laser length mµ340  

 

Variations of the output power versus the pump current for the 

above quantum well laser is shown in Fig. 5 which indicates the 

laser threshold current is mA47 . The corresponding laser 

threshold current density is 
2

13.82 /kA cm . 

 

Fig. 5 Power-current characteristics of a m340µ long quantum 

well lasers  

A. Effects of carrier transport 

Figure 6 shows the simulation results of  turning-on transients 

(ToT) of the strained QW laser both with (green) and without 

(blue) the carrier transport effect (CTE). In our simulation we 

have assumed the initial ( 0=t ) pump current is .50mA (the 

current density is
2

14.71 /kA cm ). As  the figure shows, the 

turning-on response can be divided into four stages hereby 

referred to as 1T , 2T , 3T and 4T  where 1T is the time period 

during which the output power varies from zero to the first 

peak, 2T  is the time interval between the first peak  and the 

first valley, 3T is the stage during which the output power 

arrives at the second peak from the first valley and 4T  is the 

time interval from the second peak to the end. Tab. 2 compares 

these four time intervals both in the presence and absence of 

the carrier transport effect.  

Table 2 Four stages in the turning-on transient with and 

without carrier transport effect 

Items 1T (ps) 2T (ps) 3T (ps) 4T (ps) 

ToT 

withou

t CTE  

67.32~0

 

51.57~67.32

 

46.98~51.57

 

290~46.98

 

ToT 

with 

CTE  

92.37~0

 

62.56~92.37

 

36.99~62.56

 

290~36.99

 

 

Tab. 2 shows that the time intervals 1T and 3T  of the turning-

on transient with the carrier transport effect are larger than 

those without the carrier transport effect. This is because the 

carriers transporting across the SCH region without being 

captured by the well region will not take part in the stimulated 

process, which delays the response speed of the output power. 

In the stage 2T , the output power suffers from the gain 

saturation and decreases.  The magnitudes of the first peak 

( mW2 ) and the second peak ( mW292.1 ) without the carrier 

transport effect are higher than those ( mW857.0 and mW735.0 ) 

with the carrier transport effect. Also, carrier transport causes 

the decreased steady output power in the turning-on 

transients, which is due to lower average carrier density level 

in the well.  

 

Fig. 6 Turning-on transients of strained QW lasers without 

(blue) and with (green) carrier transport effect 

Figure 7 shows the output power spectral densities with and 

without carrier transport effect at the steady stage 

(after ps250 ). The peak magnitudes of the output power 

spectral densities with and without the carrier transport effect 

are dBm72.22− and dBm35.16− , respectively. Carrier transport 

has induced a red shift in the laser output spectra; the central 

frequency of the output power spectral densities has shifted 

from THz318.195 to THz315.195 (the difference is GHz563.2 ). 

Also, Carrier transport decreases the bandwidth of the laser 

output spectra from THz78.180 to .75.178 THz This is because 

CTE reduces the carrier density level in the well region which 

lead to the red shift and bandwidth narrowing of the gain 

spectrum.  
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Fig. 7 Output power spectral density at the steady state with 

(green) and without (blue) carrier transport effect 

 

Figure 8 compares the output power spectral densities during 

the initial oscillation process (i.e. at the first peak where 

pst 9.37= )  and  that of  steady state (i.e. for pst 100> ). 

Comparison of the two output spectra reveals that during the 

oscillation process both the central frequency and 3-dB 

bandwidth are higher. In the initial oscillation process, the 

central frequency and the bandwidth of the power spectral 

density (blue curve in Fig. 7) are THz317.195 and THz34.183 , 

respectively. Also, at ps9.37t =  the peak magnitude of the 

output power spectral density is dBm43.19− . 

 

Fig. 8 Output power spectral density with the carrier transport 

effect at the oscillation process (around ps9.37 ) and the steady 

state 

The effects of carrier transport on the turn-off transients of QW 

lasers are shown in Fig. 9. At 0t = , the input current of QW 

laser is set to be zero. The times taken for the output power to 

decrease to 0.2mW are 33.47ps with the carrier transport effect 

included and 2.15ps without considering the carrier transport 

effect. Carrier transport induces an apparent turn-off delay due 

to the large transport time across the SCH region.  

 

Fig. 9 Turning-off transients of QW lasers (a) with carrier 

transport effects (b) without carrier transport effects  

Figure 10 compares the simulation results of turning-on 

transients of strained QW lasers obtained by the QW-TLM laser 

model and the conventional rate equation laser model [24].  It 

was found that although there exists slight difference in the 

arriving times of the first peak and the first valley of the 

turning-on transients ( psT 7.21 =∆ and psT 7.32 =∆ ), the 

curves of the turning-on transients analyzed by the two models 

exhibits the consistent variation trend.  The turning-on 

transient curve obtained by the QW-TLM laser model has a 

larger line width (as L∆ labelled in Fig. 10), which is because 

the QW-TLM laser model has considered the scattering relaxing 

process during the electron transitions. Besides, the QW-TLM 

laser model can provide the corresponding laser output 

spectrum at any time as analyzed in the above sections, which 

is difficult to be realized by the conventional rate equation laser 

model.  This is because the rate equation of photon densities 

can only describe the optical signal propagation for a 

longitudinal mode.  

 

Fig. 10 Turning-on transients of strained QW lasers based on 

the QW-TLM laser model and conventional rate equations 

model  

B. Effects of pump current spike 

In the following, we used the above QW-TLM laser model to 

make the small signal analysis of pump current spike effects on 
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the laser output spectra. A pump current spike is applied to the 

laser after the output has reached the steady state.  The current 

spike is represented by an impulse with a peak value mA100  

and the width ps5.0 as shown in Fig. 11.  

 

            Fig. 11 pump current spike 

Figure 12 shows the effects of pump current spike on the laser 

output spectra. Tab. 3 also compares the important parameters 

of the output spectra with and without the pump current spike 

(PCS).    

Table 3 Output spectral parameters with and without 

pump current spike 

Paramet

er 
Peak value 

dB−3  

bandwidth 

Central 

frequency 
SLSR 

Without 

PCS 
dBm72.22−  THz75.178  THz315.195  dB624.12  

With 

PCS 
dBm44.23−  THz54.180  THz317.195  dB155.12  

 

Fig. 12 Effects of current spike on the laser output spectra 

Table 3 clearly indicates that the current spike has broadened 

the laser output spectra bandwidth, induced an apparent red 

shift in the output spectra and shifted the central frequency 

from THz315.195 to THz317.195 . The peak values of the output 

spectra with and without the current spike are 

dBm44.23− and dBm72.22− , respectively, which indicates that 

although the pump current spike can increase the output power 

in the time domain, it lowers the peak value in the frequency 

domain. The side lobe suppression ratios (SLSR) are 

dB624.12 (without PCS) and dB155.12 (with PCS). This shows 

that the pump current spike has reduced the SLSR of the laser 

output spectrum.  

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, a new model for strained QW lasers considering 

the effects of carrier transport and carrier heating is presented 

based on the quantum well transmission line modelling 

method, which can be used to analyze the temporal and 

spectral properties of QW lasers. The new model is employed to 

study the effects of carrier transport on the output properties 

of strained QW lasers and it has been found that in the time 

domain the carrier transport induces both damping and time 

delay in the turning-on transients of the laser and in the 

frequency domain carrier transport causes the red shift, 

narrowing bandwidth and reduction in the magnitude of the 

laser output spectra.  The simulation results of the turning-on 

transients obtained by the proposed model are compared with 

that obtained by the convention rate equation laser model. Also, 

the effects of pump current spike are studied based on QW-TLM 

laser model and it was found that a current spike induces the 

red shift, enhances the bandwidth, reduces the magnitude of 

the laser output spectrum and decreases SLSR. The new 

proposed QW laser model is able to accurately study the 

temporal and spectral behaviors of QW lasers. 
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